
 
Practical tool: feedback policy (primary school) 

Introduction  
Godmanchester Community Academy in Cambridgeshire, which has approximately 
400 pupils, has developed an approach to feedback based on the question ‘why are 
we giving this feedback?’  

Background from Tess Fielden, Head of School 

The purpose of feedback 

The sole focus of feedback is to further a child’s learning. Feedback must 
empower a child to take responsibility for improving their own work; it should not 
take away from this responsibility by adults doing the hard thinking work for the 
pupil (e.g., making corrections to spellings, punctuation or elements of grammar). 

Why we don’t mark 

The Eliminating unnecessary workload around marking report highlighted “that 
marking had become a burden that simply must be addressed” (DfE, 2016). 
Written evidence of the feedback given is incidental to the process; we do not 
provide additional evidence for external verification. 

Using this example 
Schools can, if they wish, tailor or adopt this example when reviewing their own 
policy and practice although there is no requirement to do so. 

  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-teacher-workload-marking-policy-review-group-report


How teachers and support staff provide feedback 
Not using written marking means that other kinds of evidence are needed to 
demonstrate how teaching is helping pupils to progress. The school has put together 
a table to show how teachers and other support staff provide feedback to pupils and 
also how the leadership team will monitor and support this.  

How we give feedback: 

Type  What it looks like  Evidence   
Immediate  • Takes place during a lesson with individuals, 

groups or the whole class.  
• Includes formative assessment from the teacher 

and/or teaching assistant e.g., whiteboard / book 
work, verbal answers.  

• Often given verbally to pupils for immediate 
actions, and may re-direct the focus of teaching 
or the task.  

• Praises effort and contributions.  

Lesson 
observations; 
learning walks.  

Responsive 
(catch-up)  

• Takes place after the lesson or activity with 
individuals or groups.  

• Addresses knowledge from the lesson or activity 
or missing prior knowledge.  

• Often given verbally with time to rehearse 
knowledge immediately.  

• Usually delivered by a teaching assistant based 
on guidance from the teacher.  

• An element of the child’s responses to catch-up 
are recorded in their workbooks to show 
progress over time.  

Learning walks; 
catch-up 
observations; 
feedback grids; 
book looks.  

Summary  
(feed-forward)  

• Involves reading/looking at the work of all pupils 
at the end of a lesson or unit.  

• Identifies key strengths and misconceptions for 
the class or sub-groups.  

• Takes place during the following lesson.  
• Addresses overarching strengths and 

misconceptions as well as specific 
misconceptions for the sub-groups.  

• Allocates time for editing based on feedback 
given or rehearsal of knowledge.  

• May involve some peer support or support from a 
teaching assistant.  

• May be delivered by the teacher or a teaching 
assistant.  

Planning looks; 
lesson 
observations; 
learning walks; 
book looks.  

 

The full feedback policy can be found on the Godmanchester Community Academy 
website.  

For further details, please contact: Tess Fielden, Head of School at 
TFielden@orchardlearningtrust.co.uk   
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